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and how cyber criminals can find
and attack you. By understanding
how these threats operate you will
be able to better defend yourself
and we will teach you some
fundamental concepts on how you
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How and Why Cyber
Criminals Find You
Cyber criminals are out to make
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much money as possible as fast as

language you speak, you can be

possible.
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Once a cyber criminal

infects your computer or steals your
Over the past decade, cyber
criminals have become more and
more sophisticated. When cyber
criminals first appeared they often
worked alone. They had to build
their own attack tools, manually
find and hack into computers, send
out spam, steal account
information, and transfer or wire
stolen money all by themselves.

information they can then use that
information to commit identity theft
and fraud or they can sell your

By following some simple steps,

information to other cyber criminals.
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To begin you should always follow
The easiest way to accomplish

Today’s cyber criminals are far
more sophisticated. Each criminal
now has their own specific field of
expertise; and working together
they have developed their own
highly organized community. One
group is dedicated to developing
and supporting sophisticated
attack tools. Another group
specializes in hacking into other
computers or stealing personal
information. Others work to sell
compromised computers or stolen
bank accounts, while an entirely
different group transfers and
launders stolen money.

these two general guidelines.
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On the Internet no one can be

For example, cyber criminals can

trusted

scan every computer and mobile

constant.

device connected to the Internet and

suspicious or wrong, it most

if they find any system vulnerable

likely is.

they will automatically hack into it.
Another approach attackers use
is

An entire cybercrime economy
has emerged which is constantly
improving its tactics and becoming
more effective and efficient in
making money every day. These
criminals form a highly
sophisticated threat, one that will
be with us for many years to come.

Protecting Yourself

building
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of

(or

purchasing)

millions

of

a

email

addresses. Criminals will craft email
attacks and send those emails to
every address in the database.
Unfortunately the numbers of emails
cyber criminals have access to is
constantly growing. Every time they
hack into an organization, they steal
email addresses and use them for
future attacks, or sell those email
accounts to other cyber criminals.
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